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       Angel became an outstanding example to
the rest of our student body as he guided Carlos
through various assignments during their shared
time in Ms. Strickland's English II course. In aiding
Carlos' education, Angel admits that he, in turn,
also developed a better understanding of the
material. By now being held accountable for
assisting someone else's education, he felt a
much greater responsibility to become well-
versed and knowledgeable on classroom topics.
Ms. Strickland is a strong advocate of Angel's
character, claiming him to be the "ideal picture
of patience, perseverance, and hard-work in a
student."  Angel was also offered a peer tutoring
position at Triton, and discussed with us the
need for additional programs that are better
suited towards battling language barriers
between students. Overall, Angel Mejia and
Carlos Amaya are two students that work
diligently and wholeheartedly to overcome the
discrepancies they face as a result of being ESL
students, and create a more inclusive
environment here at Triton. 
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ANGEL MEJIA AND CARLOS AMAYA

WORDLE OF THE WEEK

      Transitioning to a new environment is a scary feat -
one that all students go through at some point in their
high school experience. For Carlos Amaya, this struggle
became his daily life. Last August, Carlos traveled from
his home country, El Salvador, to America on his own.
Carlos was met with many challenges upon beginning
his first semester at Triton such as language barriers,
disconnect with the student body, and new curriculum.
However, Carlos commended the willingness of his
teachers to integrate him into class and provide
opportunities for an adequate comprehension of the
material. Along with the teachers, Carlos built many
friendships with one in particular standing out: Angel
Mejia, his classmate in English II who assisted in
translating their assignments and helping Carlos with
his work.  



SOFTBALL STARS

     For a teenager, entering high school can be one of
the most challenging points in life. From learning how
to handle a heavier work load to meeting new people,
high school demands lots of self discovery. Because
of this, we have to create a balance and learn to
prioritize our time. To help with balancing, create a
calendar with work due dates and your schedule. On
the calendar, include time for yourself to de-stress.
Hang out with friends or just take time by yourself.   

Our Lady Hawks softball team is currently
ranked number one in the conference with a
6-0 victory record. While all of our Lady
Hawks work amazingly as a team, the Seniors
in particular have been displaying outstanding
leadership skills. These girls have learned
from the best, Coach Whitman, who exhibits
leadership in all that he does. In his words,
"hitting is contagious," meaning when one
person is successful that causes the entire
team to better themselves. To see these girls
in action, come out and support them at their
next game versus Pine Forest on April 5th 
at 6:30pm.

STUDENT ENCOURAGEMENT
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BY SIENNA GENTRY AND 
PALMER FOSTER

     It is important to face the challenges of
growing up without overwhelming yourself.
Don't be afraid to admit when something is
too much for you. If something needs to be
taken out of your schedule, whether it is an
extra club or your procrastination on too
many assignments, do it! Asking for help is
okay, too. When you are faced with unnerving
parts of high school, understand that every
person around you is feeling the same way.
Give everyone the same treatment of
compassion that you desire and you will be
shocked at the amount of grace you receive. 
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TRITON HISTORY

    This year, our Legacy staff is bringing back a very
memorable part of Triton High School history. The very
last newspaper produced in the Hawk's nest printed in
2015. The former newspaper was well-known as "The
Hawkeye." The Hawkeye issues covered lots of school
events and gave students great opportunities in
journalism. Hot topics consisted of homecoming,
college fairs, prom, academic scholars, winning teams, 

How would you react to someone talking
badly about your significant other in front of
you and millions of people (including Queen
B)? The occurrence during the Oscars last
Sunday took an unexpected turn when Will
Smith slapped Chris Rock in front of the live
audience. Rock had offended the Smith
family, specifically targeting Jada Pinkett
Smith's alopecia. We asked Triton's student
body members how they would react in that
situation if they were in Smith's position.
Esteban Sierra said "I appreciate he was
trying to defend his wife but I would've had
to do more." Nate McKoy called it an "insane
altercation" and told us "I understand why
he did it but there is a time and place for
everything." Ultimately, respect was called
for but not given by both parties. It was truly
a missed opportunity for awareness. 
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and so much more. As a tribute, the yearbook
staff has decided to produce a miniature
digital version of the iconic paper every other
week. Students will spend their "Hawk Time"
on those Fridays reading and enjoying the
articles in "The Legacy Gazette." The Legacy
Gazette will focus on the positive things
happening in our school hallways and other
things in the world around us. Each issue will
be a mix of student life, sports, pop culture,
encouragement, school history, and fun
activities. 

ESTEBAN SIERRA AND NATE MCKOY
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